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From interviews with Buchanan Neil (member of University 
Physics and Astronomy Society)
‘ Astronomy lacks an effective way to reach the mass in Edinburgh. 
There is no specialized places like planetarium for people to enjoy 
their experience with astronomy …The Science Festival hold in 
Edinburgh with worldwide activities annually. Last year, our 
astronomy workshops, as part of EdSciFest, took place in Dynamic 
Earth. That is a good place for festival activities, but not enough for 
astronomy. I desire a Dynamic Universe in Edinburgh. ’

‘Astronomy and space retain a strong presence in the media, with 
high-profile coverage in recent months of discoveries. The interest 
in space-related activities is also seeing increasing popularity in 
recent Scotland.’ (from Astronomy & Geophysics, volume 55,October 2019,Page 5.29) 

However, place for people to get in touch with astronomy is limited. 
Visitors hard to appreciate the beauty and grandeur of the Universe 
from the traditional exhibition in Museum. Royal Observatory’s 
Open days visit attract many people. But an observatory dominated 
by scientific research has its limitations for the further development 
of visitor centre. 

Barrier to stargazing activities

a. Poor location
b.Time 
c. Lack of equipment 
d. Weather
e. Still learning 
f. Tech problems 
g. other astronomical interests
h, Financial 

Poor location 25%

Time 30%

Other 3%

Still learning  
10%

Weather 14%

Tech problems 
9%

Financial 7%

Lack of equipment 2%

Figure 01.   Major reasons to be 
                    barriers to stargazing (n=48)

To investigate barriers to stargazing / cosmic 
events, I set question with five possible reasons. 
Time (43%)  was by far the main reported reason.
Much of poor location(25%)  comments were 
reported as problem with light pollution. Weather 
is third (14%), followed by the learning group 
(10%). 

According to the Location analysis, dark sky places 
are far away from the city with poor accessibility, 
which restrict people from stargazing activities. 
Due to the light pollution, blamed on urban lives,  it 
is hard for people to gaze up stars and observing 
the night skies in a modern city.

Figure 02.   Scotland dark sky analyses
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Intensions of designing an Astronomy 
Culture Centre in Edinburgh

voices from people   scotland dark sky map    

Questionairs investigating barriers to 
stargazing in Edinburgh    
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Astronomy experience in Edinburgh

a. Never participated
b. Advanced
c. Inmmediate
d. Professional 
e. DisappointingProfessional 15%  

Immediate 45%

Disappointing’
10%

Never participate
 25%

Advanced 5%

Figure 02.   Astronomy experience levels in Edinburgh

Astronomy experience in edinburgh (N=48)

Generally seeing, astronomy experience level in 
edinburgh is not very high. Disappointment more 
than statifiction. Almost half of the respondents 
classified themselves as having immediate level of 
experience in astronomy while a quater of people 
never participate before. 
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Astronomy experience in edinburgh

touching screen, projection, atmosphere  Summary of theme

SUMMARY OF THEME

 
The Astronomy Culture Centre is to deal with the gap 
between people and astronomy. It is designed as an 
interior station where publuc can engage with sky events 
and explore the world above with interactive galleries 
and simulation technology. It helps visitors to seek and 
understand our role in the universe and care about the 
future of humanity. 

PROJECT DIRECTION FORMULATING
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“Having someone explain and point out constellations etc. on a 
screen has encouraged me to look at the night sky and feel 
more confident in identifying what I see.”

“The talks have encouraged me to investigate the scientific 
aspect of astronomy. Before that, I was mainly interested in 
learning the names of the constellations.”

“I have always found astronomy fascinating, but without some 
teaching it is a hard discipline to undertake alone.”

“I love the lectures. I come with my daughter who is interested 
in astronomy and the lectures have given me some basic 
understanding of astronomy.”

“I like to receive information via a person using various 
methods: lecture, presentation, video. I’m not at all keen on 
‘hands-on’ stuff. Very passive, I know — but that’s just me!”

“I want to be enlightened. I like being taught, I like to find out 
interesting facts (although remembering them is another 
matter). For me, it widens my horizons and that can’t be bad.”

“I want to learn. If an event or place makes me think I can learn 
something, I would like to be a part of it.”

The survey revealed that the majority of these respondents 
attended in order to learn something new, or to put new 
knowledge into practice while observing the night sky on their 
own. 
These comments emphasise the importance of educational 
framing in this event; receiving new scientific information was 
essential to the respondents’ enjoyment of the event, and it was 
one of the main reasons why they attended. This was also 
highlighted to be an important factor for those who attended 
with their children.

1. What aspects of the evening were 
most/ least rewarding for you and 
why?

2. What was it about this event that 
attracted you to come, and in what 
ways has it stimulated your interest in 
astronomy?

3.What do you consider to be a 
‘science communication’event or 
place, and what makes you want to 
(or not want to) be a part of them?

Opinion research

What extent members of the public want to engage with 
astronomy educational content. What do they value in a cosmic 
event? To explore this issue further, I investigated open evenings 
at the Edinburgh Royal Observation .
A questionnaire containing three openended questions was 
distributed to 5 respondents. 
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Public Engagement Motivation in 
Astronomy

Learning DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS SUPPORT 

Users of astronomy culture centre

“ ODE has achieved good visitor numbers over the 
period of the review. Figures for the additional 
programmes delivered by ODR in the year total a 
further 1.7 million science engagement 
experiences – delivered through activities, outreach, 
CPD, partnerships and online, as outlined within this 
report.

The percentage of UK visitors has grown to 50%, a 
growth of 7% points on last year.
Overseas visitors account for 14% of visitors to 
Dynamic Earth.
Research demonstrates that 87% of visitors would 
recommend ODE to a friend or relative with the 
following feedback:

The family market is largely comprised of parents with 
school age children but also grandparents visiting with 
school age children remain the most prevalent visitor 
groups for ODE. Visitor demographics for the year 
show the following footprint.
51% are aged between 18 & 50
12% are teenage, aged between 12 & 17 34% are under 
the age of 12

Evidence for the year shows a strong level of 
engagement with ODE among visitors. Of the 42% 
that were on a repeat visit to the centre, 25% had 
returned to visit within a six month period and 63% 
had visited more than twice in the past two years.
During the year the education service reached 80,900 
visits, students, teacher and community participants. 
Of these, the majority were either from primary or 
secondary school. Just over 1,000 visits were from 
nursery, assisted needs and further education.

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT - DEMOGRAPHICS

The demographic analysis done by Dynamic Earth could be supporting statistics to identify who are likely to be the end 
users of astronomy culture centre. The astronomy culture centre may share the similar purposes with ODE in many 
aspects like scientific eduacation .
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Mapping- humanistic environment  

edinburgh buildings and characters related to 
astronomy   lighting and atmosphere 7 8



The map on the last page showing buildings and 
characters of Edinburgh related to astronomy . 
From this research we could see astronomy developed 
historicly in Edinburgh .  Since continuously, the city 
contributes to the industry of astronomy in a leading way

Understanding the development of city culture from the 
perspective of astronomy.
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Astronomy in Edinburgh

  city advantages in the field of astronomy 
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More reasons behind the endeavour in astronomy  

Astronomy is not just about scientific advances or technological 
applications: it gives us the opportunity to broaden our limited 
horizons, discover the beauty and grandeur of the Universe and our 
place in it. This view, commonly referred to as “the cosmic 
perspective”, is one of the most important contributions of 
Astronomy to Humanity. 

As part of humanity’s cultural and scientific history, astronomy has 
repeatedly revolutionized the way we think, the way we see our world 
and our place in the larger universe. In the past, advances in 
astronomy have been used for practical applications such as 
measuring time or navigating the vast oceans. Today, the results of 
the scientific and technological development of astronomy and 
related areas have become essential to many parts of our day-to-day 
life: computers, communication satellites, navigation systems, solar 
panels, wireless internet and many other technological applications. 
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Endeavour in astronomy

important contributions of 
astronomy to humanity  ‘ the cosmic perspective ’

Royal Astronomical Society &
International Astronomy Association 

stakeholders

ROE TRUST
To promote and encourage public knowledge 
of and interest in Scotland in astronomy and 
related branches of science by establishing, 
organising, managing and monitoring public 
science exhibition centres and other related 
facilities
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Science Museum completed its redesign work by various architects’ efforts.  (Alison Brooks 
Architects, Duggan Morris, Originate, RCKa, Wright & Wright)

from e-architect website

- Museum of the Future, 
  as a vision of the Science Museum.

The future of the Science Museum, the future of Great 
Britain and the world. Museum of the Future places 
these three concerns equally at its core. When 
Museum of the Future becomes a reality the Science 
Museum will be closer than ever to achieving its aim of 
being the best place in the world to enjoy science, an 
attractive destination for visitors from across the UK 
and abroad.

-Key Interior changing elements for 
 Museum of the Future 

SkySpace: a stunning, cavernous rooftop space that 
will create a stage on which some of the most import-
ant exhibits will be brought to life through innovative 
interpretation. SkySpace will showcase the theme of 
cosmology and contain a new destination cafe with 
dramatic views into the Museum.
New galleries: Complementing the established Flight 
and Making the Modern World galleries, two new 
permanent galleries will be added to showcase some of 
the most important objects in the very heart of the 
Museum - Making Modern Communication and 
Making Modern Science.
Lifts: Three new sets of lifts will offer greater access 
and vertical connections between galleries, ensuring 
the utmost flexibility for all visitors.

- The demographics of those visitors 
   in 2018/19

INTERACTIVE GALLERY

Wonderland
Engineer Your Future
Atmosphere Earth’s changing
Who am I? 
Live Science
Pattern Pod
Tomorrow’s  word
The Garden

SIMULATOR

Fly Zone (3D)
Space Descent (VR)
Legend of Apollo (3D)

IMAX THEATRE

GALLERY

Clockmakers
Science City
Flight
Mathmatics
Infornation Age
Making the Modern Word
Exploring Space
Energy Hall
Evolution of Household Objects

EXHIBITION

The Art of  Innovation
Science Photographer of The Year 
Mission to Mercury
Ciphers to  Cyber Security

45%

10%

30%

15%

Classification & portion

10%

section image from e-architect website
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Case Studies 01 - Science Museum London

 spatial functions and arrangement  demographics & general analysis 

aeroview image from e-architect website



a

b

c

d

e

f

The exhibition hall designed with future concept provides visitors 
with an interactive and immersive sensory experience.
In consideration of the effect of the projection device, the 
exhibition hall is a dark environment with the spot lights highlight-
ing the exhibits.

The display method.
People walking through large aerospace components can observe 
these novel and strange things up close and feel the texture of the 
scale material. The designer set up a small scene for the model, the 
exhibition effect is very good, and it becomes a small window for us 
to understand the universe.Tere rocket hanging from the celling. 
Interactive devices, such as the mission experience of wearing 
astronaut gloves to screw screws. Everyone is very engaged and 
interactive

Simulator four projects are very popular. Compared with traditional 
display methods, multimedia has many advantages. With the 
improvement of vr and 3d technology, people could enjoy the 
simulation experience more.
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all photo catched by Echo   astronomy related  

Case Studies 01 - Science Museum London
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The suspended ceiling simulates the shape of waves. 
The entire exhibition hall is immersed in blue light , 
making people feel like walking under the sea.

Atmosphere helps people make sense of this incredible 
and complex planet. It likes a
virtual world, with its own oceans, land and 
atmosphere, and go back in time to discover key 
moments in the Earth’s climate history, then head for 
the future to wonder at the latest ideas for a low-car-
bon life.

The cabinets in this exhibition hall imitate the irregular 
shape of the iceberg. The content is mainly displayed 
on the touch screen. A rest area is also provided. 
People can sit down and read in detail

The circular projection screen is near ground 
height, so people could see it in a distance and 
gather here
.
The projected graphics and light are constantly 
changing, increasing the dynamic of the space.
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Case Studies 01 - Science Museum London

touching screen, projection, atmosphere  lighting and atmosphere 



According to the Science Museum, 
"ground-breaking aerodynamic research 
influenced the wing design of this experimental 
aeroplane, helping to shift public opinion about 
the safety of flying and to secure the future of 
the aviation industry." It therefore encapsulates 
the gallery’s overarching theme, illustrating how 
mathematical practice has helped solve 
real-world problems and in this instance paved 
the way for the safe passenger flights that we 
rely on today.
 
This design expresses mathematical concepts 
with great architectural form to make obscure 
mathematics looks attractive.
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Case Studies 01 - Science Museum London 

 concept expressing and developing  design thinking and methodst 19 20
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The corridor allows people to observe these suspended aircraft 
models from a parallel viewpoint. The beam structure is directly exposed on the 

top celling, which directly expresses the original 
charm of the building. There are no extra 
decorative elements. There is no uniform color, 
material, and form in the entire first floor 
space.
Different elements collide with each other and 
dissolve and coordinate with each other to 
present a harmonious scene. I began to reflect 
on whether it was always necessary to maintain 
formal unity in the past.
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Case Studies 01 - Science Museum London

The corridor  
exposed structure, 
the coordination of different components   



According to the Science Museum, 
"ground-breaking aerodynamic research 
influenced the wing design of this experimental 
aeroplane, helping to shift public opinion about 
the safety of flying and to secure the future of 
the aviation industry." It therefore encapsulates 
the gallery’s overarching theme, illustrating how 
mathematical practice has helped solve 
real-world problems and in this instance paved 
the way for the safe passenger flights that we 
rely on today.
 
This design expresses mathematical concepts 
with great architectural form to make obscure 
mathematics looks attractive.

What attracts me in this case is the way of going through a sphere, and actually it inspires
 me a lot. I started to think what the inner area would be like after going through the hole. Tere 
is no so called walls or ground inside a ball. 

Here you can feel the drama of planet. Surrounded by a celestial map on the gallery walls, explore 
gems and minerals, including a piece of moon rock.
The escalator takes you through a giant metallic globe to the upper Red Zone galleries.

Case Studies 03   Huge replica moon  

a 23 foot replica of the moon was created by UK-based artist Luke 
Jerram using NASA photogtaphy, giving a hyper-real view of the 
lunar surface. The artwork has been touring since 2016.  

During the ‘ Clair de Lune’ played by an pianist, visitors feel free to 
explore the sound sculpture by wandeing around the building.
The music sound different in different parts of the cathedral 
depending on how the sound reflect and reinforce each other.
Each speaker pointing out from the piano‘s central position has a 
unique audio stream so the balance of these six strands will vary 
depending on where you are standing. 

Clair de Lune is an assemblage of pieces of MOONSOUND ( data 
from NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter is turned into 
overtones of harmonic serious on Db. )

Actaually, this big moon is not big enough.  
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Case Studies 02 - Earth Hall 
National History Museum,London

pass through a sphere  music and immersive experience    23 24
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The Starry Night astronomy simulation software could 
be the stong technical supports to realize .

Starry Night Dome brings scientific accuracy and 
realistic detail together in a powerful, elegant package 
It is s the world’s most widely used astronomy simula-
tion software.

Starry Night’s capabilities include:

The Local View
Starry Night shows a highly realistic view of the local 
surroundings with photorealistic scenes surrounding 
the audience. The sky appears natural and is shaded 
realistically for the time of day or night displayed.

Coordinates and Grids
Starry Night includes several common grid systems, 
and has the ability to display important spatial points.

Constellations

Other Graphic Effects

Object Labels – The brightest objects in any (or all) groups may be 
labeled, making it easier to pick them out in the sky.

Trails, Paths – Celestial and local paths may be shown for all moving 
objects. Also, objects can be made to leave trails as they move across 
the sky.

Orbit Lines – The orbits of solar system objects may be displayed.

Heads Up Display – Detailed information on any object, including 
coordinates, object type, and magnitude, can be easily obtained by 
simply holding the CTRL button and moving the mouse over the 
desired object in the sky. Also referred to as the HUD.

Hour Angle Lines – Lines can be drawn from the meridian to any 
object in the sky to mark out its hour angle.

3D Shadow Cones – Proper shadow cones can be displayed for all 
planets and moons. Either the umbra, penumbra, or both may be 
shown, with the color user selectable.

Eclipse Markers – Eclipse markers for the Earth and the Moon show 
the circles of total and partial eclipse.

Distance Spheres – Customizable distance spheres may be created for 
any distance from any object in the solar system. Color, opacity, 
gridlines, etc. may be adjusted.
...

Projection Systems

Spitz SciDome offers bright, sharp, smart projection options for domes 
frome 20’(6m) to 80’(24m). .
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DIGITAL DOME RESEARCH

Immersive space science education 
powered by Starry Night   

Think of each blue line segment as the path of each Starlink 
over the course of about 30 seconds, each blue diamond 
representing four of them.

https://www.spitzinc.com/planetarium/scidome/full
dome-astronomy/
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Case Studies 05   Alchemist restaurant
Copenhagen's  

delight diners to 50 courses over 6 hours

From a cavernous warehouse, previously serving as the former 
set-building work- shop of the Royal Danish Theatre

Most of the dining takes place in the 18m
diameter dome made from 200 tonnes of steel providing a 360 degree 
visual experi- ence. The journey ends in the bar area above the dome. 
Other notable features include the glass floor overlooking a three 
storey wine cellar.

sought to fuse philosophy, natural science, religion and the arts to 
create a new under- standing of the world order

It draws upon elements from the world of gastronomy, theatre and 
art, as well as science, technology and design, in order to create an 
all-encompassing and dramatur- gically driven sensory experience.

the experience is designed to extend beyond the plate, seeping into 
both the immediate physical surroundings as well as transcending 
time and space.

dome type interior design   

Case Studies 04 - Moon CLUB 

astronomy theme related interior design 

Location: Prague, Czech Republic
Designers: Formafatal and Machar&Teichman

Designers turn an old 740 square-metre bank with a glass atrium into a cool nightclub for 400 people.

Website: https://alchemist.dk/ 
Designers: Studio Duncalf

images from website:       moonclub.cn/en 
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functional areas explanation 1:500 second floor plan
ez0019/l(0)01
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EZ0016 / L(0) 01 THIRD FLOOR PLAN    1:500 

functional areas explanation 
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EZ0016 / L(0) 03  FIRST  FLOOR PLAN     1:500 EZ0016 / L(0) 02 SECOND FLOOR PLAN     1:500 32 33



EZ0016 / L(0) 04 GROUND FLOOR PLAN     1:500 EZ0016 / L(0) 05  SECTION CC     1:50034 35
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